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This paper presents an extension of disjunctive datalog (Datalogv•~) by integri ty 
constraints. In particular, besides classical integrity constraints (called strong con
straints in this paper), the notion of weak constraints is introduced in the language. 
These are constraints that are satisfied if possible. The semantics of weak con
straints tends to minimize the number of violated instances. As a consequence, 
weak constraints d iffer from strong constraints only if the latter are unsatisfiablc. 
Weak constraints may be ordered according to their importance to express different 
priority levels. The formal definition of the semantics of weak constraints is given 
in a general way that allows to put them on top of any existing (model-theoretic) 
semantics for Datalogv ,~ programs. 

A number of examples shows that the proposed language (call it Datalogv,-.,c) is 
well-suited to represent complex knowledge-based problems, such as, for instance, 
NP optimization problems. 

A detailed complexity analysis of the language is also given. 

Keywords. Deductive Databases, Disjunctive Datalog, Knowledge Representa
tion, Non-Monotonic Reasoning, Integrity Constraints, Computational Complexity. 

1 Introduction 

Disjunctive Datalog programs (or Datalogv .~ programs) [9J are nowadays widely recog
nized as a valuable tool for knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning [1 , 18, 
14, 11). An important merit ofDatalogv.~ programs over normal (that is, disjunction-free) 
Dat alog programs is their capability to model incomplete knowledge [1, 18]. 

T he presence of disjunct ion in the rules' heads makes disjunctive programming in
herently non-monotonic, that is, new information can invalidate previous conclusions. 
Much research work has been done on t he se..mantics of disjunctive programs and sev
eral alternative proposals have been formulated [3, 11 , 19, 22, 23, 24, 25). One which is 
widely accepted is t he extension to t he d isjunctive case of the stable model semantics of 
Gelfond-Lifschitz . According to this semantics [11. 22) , a d isjunctive program may have 
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FWF project P11580-MA T "A Query System for Disjunctive Deductive Databases"; and a MURST grant 
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several alternative models (possibly none), each corresponding to a possible view of the 
reality. 

ln. [6] it is proved that (under stable model semantics) disjunctive programs capture 
the complexity class L:f (that is, they allow us to express every property which is decidable 
in non-deterministic polynomial time with an oracle in NP). In [6], Biter et al. show that 
the expressiveness of disjunctive Datalog has practical relevance, as concrete real world 
situations can be represented by disjunctive programs, while they cannot be expressed 
by (disjunction-free) Datalog programs. 

In this paper, we propose an extension of Datalogv.~ by constraints. In particular, 
besides classical integrity constraints (that we call "strong" constraints), we introduce the 
notion of weak constraints, that is, constraints that should possibly be satisfied. Informal 
readings of a weak constraint, say, <= B, where <= is the weak implication symbol and B 
a conjunction of literals, are " try to falsify B" or "B is preferably false", etc. Weak con
straints diff~;>.rs from strong ones only if the latter are unsatisfiable. The addition of (both 
weak and strong) constraints to Datalogv,, makes the language (call it Datalogv,,,c) well
suited to represent a wide class of problems (including, e.g. , NP optimization problems) 
in a very natural and compact way. 

The main contributions of the paper are the following: 

• We add weak constraints to Datalogv,~ and show bow they can be profitably used 
for knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning. The semantics of weak 
constraints is given in a general way that allows to define them on top of any 
existing model-theoretic semantics for Disjunctive Datalog. 

• We analyze the complexity of Datalogv,,,c. The analysis pays particular attention 
to the impact of syntactical restrictions on Datalogv.~,c programs in the form of 
limited use of weak constraints, strong constraints, disjunction, and negation. It 
appears that, while strong constraints do not affect the complexity of the language, 
weak constraints "mildly" increase the computational complexity. Indeed, we show 
that brave reasoning is ~f-complete (resp., ~f-complete) for Datalogv, ~,c (resp., 
Datalog~·') programs. Interestingly, priorities among constraints affect the com
plexity, which decreases to ~f[O(logn)] (~f[O(logn)] for Datalog~•c) if priorities 
are disallowed. 

The complexity results may support in choosing an appropriate fragment of the 
query language, which fits the needs in practice (see Section 5). 

Even if strong constraints (tradit ionally called integrity constraints) are well-known 
in the logic programming community (see, e.g., [5, 17, 7]) , to our knowledge this is the 
first paper which formally defines weak constraints and proposes their usc for knowledge 
representation and reasoning. Related works can be considered the interesting papers 
of Greco and Sacca [13, 12] which analyze other extensions of Datalog to express NP 
optimizations problems. 

Observe that we could have presented weak constraints on plain Datalog with negation 
(Datalog~). instead that on Disjunctive Datalog. The reason why we decided to define 
weak constraints on top on Datalogv,~ are the following: (a) Datalogv,, subsumes Datalog 
with negation and, thus, giving the definition in the general case we have implicitly 
defined weak constraints also for Datalog~; (b) Datalogv.~ provides a higher expressive 
power [6] and, more importantly, allow us to model several problems in a more elegant 
and natural way than Datalog~ does (e.g., the Datalogv.~ programs reported in Section 
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2 can be equivalently expressed in Datalog~; however, their representation in Datalog
is less compact and less intuitive, as it requires the use of unstratified negation). 

For space limitation the proofs of the complexity 1·esults are omitted. Detailed proofs 
of all results can be found in (4}. 

2 Motivating Examples 
In this section we give some examples to show the suitability of Datalogv,~,c in represent
ing knowledge. As will be clear in Section 3, for each problem Il we describe below, the 
semantics of the associated Datalogv,~,c program precisely captures the set of solutions to 
Il. A number of further examples, where the language is used to model NP optimization 
problems, can be found in [4]. 

Constraints enhance disjunctive Datalog (Datalogv·~) with the capability of naturally 
expr.essing complex knowledge-based problems. As an example, consider the problem of 
scheduling examinat ions for courses. That is, we want to assign course exams to time slots 
in such a way that no two exams are assigned with the same time slot if the respective 
courses have a student in common (we call such courses "incompatible"). Assuming that 
there are three time slots available, namely, s1, s2 and s3, we express t he problem in 
Datalogv•~with strong constraints as follows: 

r 1 : assign(X, s l ) V assign(X, s2) V assign( X, s3) f--- course( X ) 
s1 : f--- a.ssign(X, S), assign(Y, S), incompatible( X, Y) 

Fig. 1 

Here, rule r 1 says that every course is assigned ";th either one of the three time slots; 
the strong constraint s1 (a rule with empty head) expresses t hat no two incompatible 
courses can be assigned with the same time slot. 
In general, the presence of strong constraints modifies the semantics of a program by 
discarding aU models which do not satisfy some of them. Clearly, it may happen that no 
model satisfies all constraintS. For instance, in the problem above, t here could be no way 
to assign courses to time slots \vithout having some overlapping between incompatible 
courses. That is, the problem does not admit any solu tion. However, in real life, one is 
often satisfied with an approximate solution, that is, one in which constraints are satisfied 
as much as possible. ln this light, the problem at hand can be restated as follows: assign 
courses to time slots trying to minimize the overlapping of incompatible courses. To solve 
this problem we resort to the notion of weak constraint, as shown below: 

r2 : assign( X , s l) V asstgn(X, s2) V a.ssign(X, s3) +--course( X) 
W2 : ~ ass~gn(X , S), assign(Y, S), incompa.tible(X, Y) 

Fig. 2 

From a syntactical point of view, a weak constraint is like a strong constraint where t
is replaced by ~- The semantics of weak constraints tends to minimize the occurrences 
of violated constraints. For instance, an informal reading of the above weak constraint 
is: "preferably, do not assign the courses X and Y to the same slot S if they are incom
patible". !'\otc that the programs of Figure 1 and Figure 2 have the same models if all 
incompatible courses can be assigned to different time slots (i.e., if t.he problem admits an 
"exact" solution). We call Datalogv .~,c the language obtained from Datalogv,~ by adding 
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strong and weak constraints. 
An interesting use of weak constraint is in modeling optimization problems. Consider, 
for an instance, the problem of finding in a graph G =< V, E >, where V is the set of 
vertices and E is the set of edges, a clique of maximum cardinality (recall that a clique 
of G is a subset V' of V such that every two nodes in V' are joined by an adge in E). 
Using Datalogv,~,c, this problem can be expressed as follows: 

r 3 : v'(X) V v'(X) t- node( X) 
S3: t- v'(X), v'(Y), -.edge( X, Y) 
W3: <=node( X), -.v'(X) 

Fig. 3 

Intuitively, rule r 3 partitions the set of nodes into two subsets, v' and its complement 
v'. The strong constraint s3 imposes that each pair of nodes in v' (the clique) is joined 
by an edge. Finally, the weak constraint w3 requires that a node X is possibly an element 
of the clique v'. 
As another exam pie, consider the coloring of a planar graph G = < V, E > 1. We want to 
color the nodes of G with the minimum number of colors in such a way that every pairs 
of joined (by edges) nodes have different colors: 

r4 : col(X, cl) V col(X, c2) V col(X, c3) V col(X, c4) t- node(X) 
S4 : t-col(X, C ),col(Y,C),edge(X.Y) 
w4 : <= col(X, Cl), col(Y, C2),-.edge(X , Y) , Cl :/: C2 

F ig. 4 

Rule r 4 above assigns one out of four colors to every node; the strong constraint s4 

disallows two joined nodes to have the same color; the weak constraint w4 requires two 
unjoined nodes to have the same color, if possible. 

As weak constraints express preferences, and preferences may have, in real life, dif
ferent priorities, weak constraints in Datalogv,~,c can be assigned with different priorities 
too, according to their "importance". 2 For example, consider the problem of organizing 
a given set of employees in two (disjoint) project groups. We wish each group to be 
possibly heterogeneous as far as skills are concerned. Further, it is preferable that no 
persons in the same group are married each other. And, finally, we would like that the 
components of a group already know each other. vVe consider the former requirement 
more important than the lattE>.r two. 

r 5 : assign(X,pl) V assign(X,p2) t- employee(X) 
w5 :<=assign( X, P), assign(Y, P ), same....skill(X, Y) 
w6 :<=assign( X, P), assign(Y, P), married(X, Y) 
w7 :<=assign( X, P), asszgn(Y, P), X :/: Y, --.know(X, Y) 

Fig. 5 

where w5 is "stronger than" both w6 and w7• The models of the above program are 
the assignments of employees to projects pl, p2 which minimize the number of violated 
instances of w5 and, among these, those in w-hich is minimum the number of violated 
instances of w6 and W7 . 

1 A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane by identifying each vertex with a unique point 
and each edge with a line connecting its endpoints, so that no two lines meet except at a common 
endpoint. Recall that planar graphs are 4-colorable [10) 

2Note that priorities are meaningless among strong constraints, as all of t hem must be satisfied. 
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3 The Datalogv,.,c Language 
A term is either a constant or a variable3 . An atom is a( t1 , ... , tn), where a is a predu:nie o: 
arity n and t 11 ••• , tn are terms. A literal is either a positive l1teral p or a negattve ltteral 
•p, where p is an atom. 

A {disjunctive) ruler is a clause of the form 

n ~ 1, m ~ 0 

where a1 , • • · , an, b1 , • • · , bm are atoms. T he disjunction a1 V · · · V an is the head of r , 
while the conjunction b1 , ••• , b~:,....,b~~;+l, ... , -,bm is t he body of r . lf n = 1 (i.e., the head is 
v-free), then r is normal; if m = 0 (the body is ....,_free) , then r is posittve. A Datalogv.~ 
program LP is a set of rules (also called disjunctive Datalog program) ; LP is normal 
(resp. , posi tive) if all rules in LP are normal (resp. positive). 

A strong constraint is a syntactic of the form +- L 1 , • • ·, Lk , where L;, 1 :::; i :::; k, is 
a literal (i.e. , it is a rule with empty head). 

A weak constramt is a syntactic of the form¢:: £ 1, • • · , L~: , where L., 1:::; i:::; k , is a 
literal. 

We define a Datalogv ,~,cprogram (often simply "program") P = {LP, S, W}, where 
LP is a Datalogv ,~ program, S a (possibly empty) set of strong constraints and W = 
(W11 ... , Wn) , is a (possibly empty) set of components, each consisting of a set of weak 
constraints, totally ordered by the binary relation <. 4 Informally, we say that if w E W1, 
w' E W1 and W1 < Wi tban w is "stronger than" or "more important than" w'. 

Let P = {LP, S , W} be a program. The Herbrand universe U., of P is the set of all 
constants appearing in P . The Herbrond base B11 of P is the set of all possible ground 
atoms constructible from the predicates appearing in P and the constants occurring in 
U., (clearly, both u., and B., are finite). The instantiation of rules, and (strong and weak) 
constraints is defined in the obvious way over the constants in U.,, and are denoted by 
grou.nd(LP), ground(S) and ground(W), respectively; we denote the instantiation of P 
by ground(P) = {ground(LP) ,ground(S),ground(W)}. 

A {total) interpretation for P is a subset I of B p. A ground posit ive li t eral a is true 
{resp., false) w.r.t. I if a E I (resp. , a~ I ) . A ground negative literal -,a is true (resp., 
false) w.r.t . I if a~ I (resp., a E /). 

Let r be a ground rule in ground(LP). Ruler is .5atisfied (or true) w.r.t. I if its head 
is true w.r.t.. I (i.e. , some head atom is tm e) or its body is false (i.e. , some body literal 
is fal se) w.r.t. I . A ground (strong or weak) constraint c in (ground(S) U ground(W)) is 
satisfied w.r.t . I if (at least ) one literal appearing in c is false w.r. t. ! . 

We ne-xt define the semantics of Datalogv,~,c in a general way which does n ot rely to a 
specific semantical proposal of Datalogv·~ ; but, rather, can be applied to every semantics 
of disjunctive Datalog. 5 To this end, we define a candidate model for P = {LP, S, W} as 
au interpretation M for P which satisfies every ruJe r E ground(LP). A ground semanttcs 
for P is a set of candidate models for P . Clearly, every classical semantics (i.e., set of 
models) for LP provides a ground semantics for P . 

1\ow, to define the meaning of a program P = {LP, S , W} in the context of a given 
ground semantics, we need to take into account the presence of constraints . In particular, 

3 1\ote that funr.tion symbols are not considered in this paper. 
4For notational simplicity we will assume lhat < follows the orderin which the componemsare listed 

(e.g. , the first component is the stna.llest). 
5Note that , even if we consider only total model semantics in this paper, Lhe semantics of weak 

constraints simply e.x:tends to the case of partial model semantics. 
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since weak constraints may have different priorities, we associate with each component 
W; E W, 1 ::; i ~ n, a positive weight f(W;) defined as follows: f(W1) = 1, f(W; ) = 
f(W;_J)·Iground(W)I+1, 1 < i ~ n, where lXI denotes the cardinality of set X. Given an 
interpretation M for a program P, we denote by HM the sum f(W1)·Nf1 + ... + f(Wn)·N~1 , 
where N,M (1::; i ~ n) is the number of the ground instances of the weak constraints in 
the component Wi not satisfied in M. 

Definition 3.1 Given a ground semantics f for P = {LP, S, W}, a r -model of P is a 
candidate model MEr such that: (1) every strong constraints E ground($) is satisfied 
w.r.t. M, and (2) HM is minimum, that is, there is no candidate model N E r verifying 
Point (1) such that HN < HM· 

The above definition, minimizing H M , selects the candidate models that, besides 
satisfying strong constraints, minimize the number of unsatisfied {instances of) weak 
constraints according to their importance - that is, those with the minimal number of 
violated constraints in Wn are chosen, and, among these, those with the minimal number 
of violated constraints in Wn-l, and so on and so forth. 

Using the notion of candidate model we have parameterized the semantics ofDatalogv ,~,c 
programs, that is, the actual semantics of a program P relies on t he semantics we choose 
for LP. Several proposals can be found in the literature for disjunctive logic programs 
[3, 11, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25]. One which is generally acknowledged is the extension of the 
stable model semantics to take into account disjunction [11, 22] . We next report a brief 
discussion on this semantics. 

In [19J, lv1inker proposed a model-theoretic semantics for positive (disjunctive) pr~ 
grams, whereby a positive program LP is assigned with a set MM(LP) of minimal models, 
each representing a possible meaning of LP (recall that a model M for LP is minimal if 
no proper subset of M is a model for LP). Observe that every positive program admits 
at least one minimal model. 

Example 3.2 For the positive program LP = {a V b +-} the (total) interpretations {a} 
and {b} are its minimal models (i.e., MM(LP) = {{a}, {b} }) . 

The stable model semantics generalises the above approach to programs with negation. 
Given a program LP and a total interpretation I , the Gelfond-Lifschitz tr-ansformation 
of LP with respect to I, denoted by LP1

, is the positive program defined as follows: 

LP1 = {al v ... van+- bJ, . .. ' bk I al v . . . v a, +- bl , ... ' bk, --,bk+J , . .. , •bm E ground(LP) 
and bi ¢I, k < i ~ m} 

Now, let 1 be au. interpretation for a program LP. I is a stable model for LP if 
I E MM(LP1

) {i.e., 1 is a minimal model of the positive program LP1
) . vVe denote the 

set of all stable models for LP by STM(LP). 

Example 3.3 Let LP = {avb +- c, b +--.a, -,c, ave+- -.b}. Consider I= {b}. 
Then, LP1 = {a V b +- c, b +-}. 
It is easy to verify that 1 is a minimal model for LP1

; t hus, I is a stable model for LP. 
D 

Clearly, if LP is positive then LP1 coincides with ground(LP) . It turns out that, 
for a positive program, minimal and stable models coincide. A normal positive programs 
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LP has exactly one stable model which coincides with the least model of LP (i.e .. n !5 

the unique minimal model of LP). V.'hen negation is allowed, however, even a normal 
program can admit several stable models. 

We conclude this section observing that definition 3.1 provides the stable model se
mantics of a Datalogv.~,c program 'P = { LP, S, W} if the choosen ground semantics is 
STM(LP), the set of the stable models of LP. 

Definition 3.4 A f -model for a prog-ram 'P = {LP , S, W} is a stable model for 'P if 
r = STM(LP). o 
Example 3.5 Consider the program 'P1 = {LP1,S1 , W1} of Fig. 1, where LP1 = {rt} , 
51 = {s 1} and W 1 = 0. According to the stable model semant ics, LP1 has as many 
stable models as the possibilities of assigning n courses to 3 time slots (n amely, 3n). The 
stable models of 'P1 are the stable models of L P 1 satisfying the strong constraint s1, t hat 
is, those for whlch no two incompatible courses are assigned with the same time slot. 

The program 'P2 = {LP2, Sz , W2} of Fig. 2, where LP2 = {r2} , Sz = 0 and W2 = 
({w2}), is obtained from LP1 simply by replacing s1 by wz (note that LP2 = LP1 ). The 
stable models of P2 are the stable models of L P 2 which minimize t he number of violated 
instances of w2, that is, the number of incompatible courses assigned to the same time 
slots. Thus, P2 provides a different solution from P 1 only if the latter does not adroit any 
stable model. i.e., the problem has no "exact" solution (there is no way to assign different 
time slots to all incompat ible courses). Otherwise, the two programs have exactly the 
same stable models. 

Consider now program 'P3 = {LP3, S3, W3} of Fig. 3, where LP3 = {r3 } , S3 = 0 and 
W3 = ( { w3 } ). Each stable model of LP3 is a p ossible 2-partitioning of the set of nodes of 
the given graph. The stable models of P3 are those of LP3 which (l ) satisfy the strong 
constraint s3 (i.e., no two nodes in the clique v' are not joined) and (2) minimize the 
number of nodes that are not in v' (thus, maximizing the cardinality of v'). 

Finally, consider program P 5 = {LP5 , 55 , W5} of Fig. 5, where L P5 = {r5 } , S5 = 0 
and W5 = { { w6 , w1 }. { w5 }} (read "w5 is stronger than both w6 and w/'). Each stable 
model of L P 5 is a possible assignment of employees to projects. T he stable models of P5 
arc the stable models of LP 5 that, first of all, minimize the number of violated instance 
of w5 and, in second order, minimize the overall number of violated instances of 'W6 and 
~- 0 

4 The Complexity of Constraints: Propositional Case 
ln this section we analyze the complexity of brave reasoning (i.e., deciding whether a 
literal is true in some stable model) over disjunctive Datalog programs with constraints. 
Since the complexity is not independent from the underlying ground semantics, we con
sider in this section the stable model semantics [11, 22], which is a widely acknowledged 
semantics for normal and disjunctive Datalog programs. 

4.1 The Polynomial Hierarchy 

For NP-completeness and complexity theory, cf. [20]. T he classes I:f, IJf and 6f of the 
Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) (cf. [26]) are defined as follows: 

6~ = E~ = n~ = p and for aU k ~ 1, 6f == pi:r-1 J "Ef = NPEL I nf = co-L.f. 
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{} {s} {w} {s, w} {w<} {s, w<} 

{} p p p p p p 

{~"} p p p p p p 

{--.} NP NP - D.f[O(logn)] D.f[O(logn)] D.P 
2 

D.p 
2 

{vh} NP NP D.f[O(logn)) D.f[O(logn)] D.f D.f 

{vh, ...,s} NP NP D.f[O(logn)] D.f[O(Iogn)J D.f D.f 

{vh,-.} NP NP llf(O(Iogn)J D.f[O(logn)J !lf D.f 

{v} Ef Ef D.f[O(log n)J D.f[O(Jogn)J !lf D.f 

{v,-.s} Ef Ef !lf[O(logn)J D.f[O(Jog n )J D.f D.p 
3 

{v, -.} Ef Ef D.f[O(logn)J D.f[O(log n )] D.f D.f 

Table 1: The Complexity of Brave Reasoning in various Extensions of Datalog with 
Constraints (under Stable Model Semantics) 

[n particula r, NP = L:f, co-NP = nf, and !lf = p NP. Here pC and N"Pc denote 
the classes of problems that are solvable in polynomial time on a deterministic (resp. 
nondeterministic) Turing machine with an oracle for any problem 1r in the class C. 

The classes !lf, k 2:: 2, have been refined by the class !lf[O(Jogn)], in which the 
number of calls to t he oracle is in each computation bounded by O (logn), where n is the 
size of the input . 

The above complexity classes have complete problems under polynomial-time trans
format ions involving quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) . A QBF is an expression of 
the form 

(1) 

where E is a Boolean expression whose atoms are from painvise disjoint nonempty sets 
of variables XI. ... , Xk , and the Q/s are alternating quantifiers from {3, V}, for all i = 
1, ... , k. If Q1 = 3 the we say the QBF is k-existential, otherwise it is k-universal. 
Validity of QBFs is defined in the obvious way by recursion to variable-free Boolean 
expressious. We denote by QBFk.3 (resp., QBFk,v) the set of all valid k-cxistential (resp. , 
k-universal) QBFs (1). 

Given a k-existential QBF <fl (resp. a k-universal QBF \II), deciding whether <fl E 
QBFk,3 (resp. \II E QBFA:,v), is a classical L:f-complete (resp. Tif-complete) problem. 

!lf has also complete problems for all k 2:: 2; for example, given a formula B on 
variables X 1, ... , Xn, Yi, ... , Y;., r 2:: 0, and a quantifier pattern Q1 Y1, ... , QrY,., deciding 
whether the with respect to (X~, .. . , Xn) lexicographically minimum truth assignment 6 4> 
to X 1 . .. . , Xn such that Q 1 Y1 • • • QrY;.E.p E QBF k-2,., (where such a 4> is known to exist) 

6 1/J is lexicographically greater than t/1 w.r.t. (Xt , .. . , Xn,) iff 1/>(Xj) = true , 1/1(Xi ) = fa~c for the 
least j such that. ¢(XJ) 'f 1/:(XJ)· 
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fulfills ¢(Xn) = true (cf. [30J). i Ar+1[0 (1ogn)J has complete problems for aJl k ~ 1: 
for example, given QBFs <I>h •. . , <I>m, such t hat <I>; r$. QBFk,3 implies <I>i+l r$. QBF~.: ,3 , for 
1 ~ t < m , decide whether max{i : 1 ~ i ~ m , <I>; E QBF~.:,3 } is odd ([30, 8]). 

The problems remain as hard under the following restrictions: (a) E in (1) is in 
conjunctive normal form and each clause contains three literals (3CNF) if Qk = 3, and 
(b) E is in disjunctive normal form and each monom contains three literals (3DNF) if 
Qk = v [27}. 

4.2 Complexity Results 

We analyze the complexity of the proposit ional case; therefore, throughou t this section 
we assume that the programs and query literals are ground (i.e. , variable-free). The 
comple.xity results , however, can be easily e.xtended to data complexity [29]. For space 
limitation the proofs of the complexity results are omitted. Detailed proofs of aU results 
can be found in [4} . T he list of all complexity results is reported in Table 1 and discussed 
in Section 5. 

Given a program 1' = {LP, S, W }. we denote by max H (1') the sum of the weights 
w(c) of all weak constraints c occurring in W (note that maxH(1') is polynomial t ime 
computable) . 

Theorem 4.1 Given a Datalogv.-,c program 1' = {LP, S, W}, and a literal q as input, 
deciding whether q is true in some stable model of 1' is in Af. 
Theore m 4.2 Given a Datalogv.-.c program 1' = {LP, S. W}, and a literal q as input, 
deciding whether q is t rue in some stable model of P is Af -complete. Hardness holds 
even if LP is a positive disjunctive Datalog program and S = 0. 

Theorem 4.3 Given a Datalogv,-,c program 1' = {LP, S, W}, where W consists of one 
only component , and a literal q as in put, deciding whether q is true in some stable model 
of 1' is 6 f[O(logn)]-complete. Hardness holds even if LP is positive and S = 0. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented Datalogv.~.c, a language which e.xtends Datalogv.~ by strong and weak 
constraints. While strong consu aints are imperative, weak constraints allow to express 
desiderata. We have shown the suitability of the language to naturally ex--press complex 
knowledge-based problems by a numbe:- of examples. :\ definition of semantics and a 
detailed complex analysis of Datalog · - .c programs has been pro,'ided. 

The results on the complexity of bra\"e reasoning vdth stable model semantics over 
proposi tional Datalogv,~,c programs an! compactly represemed in Table 1. 8 There, each 
entry of a complexity class C symbolizes C-romplete::u'S's Each column in Table 1 refers 
to a specific form of constraint: {} = no co~ s = .sno::g co:nsaamts, tr< = weak 
constraints with priorities, w =: weak cons~ .~.:; p~..;es 1-e H" has only one 
component). The lines of Table 1 specify ti:!1: ~.oce : 6; ·u:ion and negation. in 

7 QBFo,v = QBFo,3 is t he set of all variabi~Eree = 5:x ::2• 
8 .Not.e that some results can be obtained b) using~ -c:. •n-5 d 4: ~ .=..o .a::JOilier. we 

report all results in tbe table to give a complete plet:t:reCili~ •· • we c c£=!!e - -r e c ai~··-.c. 
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particular, --,• stands for stratified negation [21] and V11 stands for head cycle free (hcf) 
disjunction j2J . 9 

It appears that, while strong constraints do not affect the complexity of the language, 
weak constraints "mildly" increase the computational complexity. Indeed, brave reason
ing is D.f- complete for full Datalogv,,,c programs (while it is Ef -complete in absence of 
weak constraints). Interestingly, priorities among constraints affect the complexity, which 
decreases to Af[O(log n)] if priorities are djsallowed. As expected, disallowing negation 
does not change the complexity of the language. On the contrary, the complexity of the 
V-free fragment of Datalogv,,,c lies one level down in the polynomial hierarchy, as brave 
reasoning is Af-complete (resp., D.f{O(logn)j) for {w<,s} (resp., {w,s}) on V-free pro
grams. Finally observe that if we limit disjunction to the bead cycle free case, then we 
obtain exactly the same complexities than for rusjunction free programs with negation, 
as the former programs can be translated in the latter ones. In our opinion the fragment 
of Datalogv.~,c with hcf disjunction and stratified negat ion ( {V 11, -.6

}) is very interesting: 
it has a very clear and easy to understand semant ics (while the semantics of unstratified 
or non-hcf programs is int riguing), and, at the same time, allow us to express several 
hard problems (up to Af-complete problems) in a natural and compact fashion (note 
that all sample programs reported in the paper fall in this fragment). 

Ongoing work follows two main research lines. On the one hand, we are studying 
possible linguist ic extensions and refinements of Datalogv,, ,c (concerrung constraints in 
particular). On the other hand, we are developing the implementation of a deductive 
system supporting Datalogv,~.c. The latter implementation work is carried out at the 
Technical University of Vienna within FWF Project P11580-MAT: "A Query System for 
Disjunctive Deductive Databases,". 
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